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01/11/2020 - US Daylight Saving Time Shift
03/11/2020 - US Presidential Election
05/11/2020 - BOE Rate Decision
05/11/2020 - Fed Rate Decision
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Key Events to Watch

Equities: Indices in Europe stabilised yesterday following their sharp losses earlier in the
week, hopes of fresh ECB stimulus coming in December were renewed during the session.
DAX and EuroStoxx slightly lower on Friday despite a beat of expectations in European
quarterly GDP readings, 12.7% q/q result vs 9.5% expectations for the Euro area. S&P500
futures lower today after big tech names last night gave slightly disappointing outlooks. VIX
remains raised this week, currently trading above $38.
Currencies: Another safe-haven Dollar bid yesterday brought EUR/USD to its lowest prices in
just over a month, trading at 1.1670 at present. The Euro was also helped lower on Thursday
by a fairly dovish ECB, who hinted at a possible rate cut as part of its easing measures to
come at the December meeting.
Safe-havens: Gold is roughly 0.75% higher on Friday, undoing yesterday's losses and
bringing the metal up to trade back above $1,880. This week gold traded its lowest level since
late September as investors likely liquidated positions to cover equity losses. Sovereign bond
yields mostly rose yesterday, German 10yr - US 10yr spread now trading 8-month highs. 
Looking ahead: Later today we will see earnings results from Exxon Mobil, AbbVie, and
Chevron Corp, followed by releases next week from Saudi Aramco, PayPal, Toyota, Oracle,
AstraZeneca, Linde, Allianz and many more names. For economic data, we are set for a very
busy one next week. RBA, BOE, and the Fed will all release rate decisions, Tuesday is voting
day for the US Presidential Election, and we will get slew of data from different regions.

AIB this morning reported their third quarter earnings result, stating
that its performance over the period was more resilient than it had
expected and with positive momentum reported on a quarterly basis.
AIB, the country's largest mortgage lender at present, reported lower
new lending results, down 18% from Q3 2019 after a 27% fall in H1 of
this year. Net interest income for the first nine months of this year
also fell, by 9%. 
"While there is a high level of uncertainty as we face into the fourth
quarter, total income has shown a level of resilience better than that
anticipated at the onset of the Covid-19 crisis earlier this year" the
bank said in a statement.
"Our strong capital position enables us to deliver on our priorities to
support the Irish economy, work with our customers as they deal with
the challenges of Covid-19 and Brexit, support our colleagues and
play our part in the communities in which we serve", said Colin Hunt,
AIB's Chief Executive.
The shares are trading over 3.5% lower following the release, at
€0.95, and have lost over 69% of their value YTD. While very short
term trading opportunities may be present as AIB stock fluctuates at
these low prices, we believe the medium to longer-term outlook for
these shares is still very uncertain, given the ECB's willingness to
consider a rate cut in December which would put further pressure on
European banks margins for years to come.

AIB

Apple
The US tech giant last night reported its steepest quarterly fall in
iPhone sales in two years, after the late launch of new 5G phones
caused Apple's customers to put off buying new devices. Usually, the
company would deliver a new iPhone each September, however
pandemic-related delays this year have pushed the announcement
back a month, with some devices still yet to ship.
"5G is a once-in-a-decade kind of opportunity. And we could not be
more excited to hit the market exactly when we did" said CEO Tim
Cook, "At least in the US, the carriers are being very aggressive".
The iPhone 12 release timing drove down sales in Greater China by
28.5% to $7.95 billion. Cook said he expects the new 5G devices to
help iPhone sales recover in China: "What we're seeing in the early
going in the first five days gives us a lot of confidence that China will
return to growth in our fiscal Q1" he added.
Despite disappointing iPhone sales, overall revenue came in at
$64.7b, a beat of analysts' $63.7b forecasts. This was driven by better
than expected Mac and iPad sales in Q3. Earnings per share were
$0.73 for the quarter.
AAPL shares are trading over 4% lower in pre-market trade in New
York, down to $110.66 after last night's release. 


